Rational dissection of binding surfaces for mimicking of discontinuous antigenic sites.
Peptide-based approaches to mimicking protein interactive regions have relied mainly on linear peptides; however, most binding sites are discontinuous and thus not easily reproducible by a linear sequence. Any attempt to replicate those sites by chemical means must not only integrate all residues involved in the recognition but also provide structural organization to native-like levels. Here we describe a surface mimic approach to the reconstruction of such complex molecular architectures, using as a model a discontinuous antigenic site of foot-and-mouth disease virus that is defined by residues belonging to three different capsid proteins. Our surface mimics are synthetic cyclic peptides, designed in silico, capable of binding antibodies directed to this site, and with demonstrated functional capabilities as vaccines in guinea pigs. Further, by saturation transfer difference NMR, we have determined several antibody binding residues on these peptides.